Unit Campsite Set-Up Procedures
1. Locate the four corner stakes at your campsite. This defines your unit’s area.
180 ft

36 ft

2. Connect the four corner stakes with the binder twine to form a rectangle as shown below. Pull tight. This string
will act as a guide to keep your tents in a straight line.

3. Select the campsite configuration that best suits your needs. Options are shown below. Campsites are tight and
units should avoid setting up their dining areas adjacent to a neighboring unit. Speak with neighboring unit leaders
to determine if you should stagger the location of you dining area in order to allow for effective communication in
the dining area. Meanwhile, Scouts can set up (but not stake the remaining tents).
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4. Starting at any corner; lay out the ground cloth and pitch the tent so that the tent is square with the string
rectangle and the corner of the tent aligns with the corner of the string rectangle. Orient the tent with the
entrance facing toward the imaginary centerline of the rectangle as shown below. DO NOT INSTALL THE RAIN FLY
OR STAKE DOWN THE TENT.
Edges of tent align with edges of string
Tent with ground cloth

Front (door) of tent

5. Repeat Step 4 for the adjacent corner(s) depending on which configuration you choose in Step 3. Remember to lay
out the ground cloth. DO NOT INSTALL THE RAIN FLY OR STAKE DOWN THE TENT.

Front (door) of tent

6. Leaving exactly one (1) foot between tents, pitch tents keeping the rear (opposite the door) of the tent aligned
with the string. This spacing is necessary in order to fit all tents, dining flies, and equipment inside your unit’s area.

1 ft

1 ft

7. Continue this process according to the option you choose from Step 3. Remember to leave a one (1) foot space
between tents and a mandatory five (5) foot space designated by the
. This five foot space provides a
required exit route in the event of an emergency. Option 2 is illustrated below.
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8. Set up both dining flies in the dining area in a manner that best suits your needs. Remove corner stakes and
mason’s string.

Dining Area

9. Verify spacing, stake down tents, and put on the rain flies. NOTE: WHITE COLORED RAIN FLIES SIGNIFY ADULT
UNIT LEADERS TENTS.

Dining Area

White rain flies signify an adult Unit leader’s tent.

Congratulations! Your area is now ready for you to set up your Unit cooking equipment, tables, chairs, cots, and
put away Unit/personal equipment.
SAFETY DIRECTIVE: Do not block emergency exit routes between and within campsites. Campsite layouts were
engineered to leave six feet of egress space between campsites. Please do not set up tents or place equipment in
these areas as they are bona fide fire lanes. These lanes must remain clear. Theses fire lanes are used in
conjunction with the mandatory five-foot space placed between tents. They provide an exit route in the event of
an emergency. Anything blocking these routes is considered a fire hazard and must be immediately removed to
allow for a clear exit path.
SAFETY DIRECTIVE: Package containers and pallets must be secured out of foot traffic areas. Do not lean pallets.
Please collapse and stow the boxes/pallets that housed the equipment drawn from the Jamboree and stow in a
designated shipping container. If left outside of a tent, these boxes and pallets present a trip and fall hazard.
SAFETY DIRECTIVE: All open flames (including cook stoves) are prohibited from tents and dining flies. This
includes burning any solid, liquid, gel, or gas fuel.
Thank you and enjoy the World Scout Jamboree!
Measurements
180 feet = 55 meters
36 feet = 11 meters
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1 foot = 30 centimeters
5 feet = 1.5 meters
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